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RealAvenger, 1 week ago
"Unvaxxed" doesn't mean "unswabbed", aka PCR tested. And we already know the "test swabs" are
contaminated.

Any/All "vaccines" received in the past several years for ANYTHING, should be considered suspect.

Just because it wasn't one of the EUA official BIOWEAPON INJECTIONS is meaningless.
43 rumbles

‹ Hide 9 replies

Wewillwin7, 1 week ago
I have NOT gotten the shot. My husband (against my begging) did get it for his job. 
I now have a blood clot in my toe which has cause ischemia (no blood flow) for 2 months. Painful and
now it’s basically dead and the “doctors” don’t have any answers. 
I also have women issues. Had a normal cycle, and then 5 days later after being intimate I started to
bleed heavily. Like a lot. Clots and all. It was horrible. I’ve taken every precaution I could think of.
Ivermectin, chlorine dioxide, zinc, vit D, quercetin, NAC. Things have helped but there is no getting
away from this nightmare unless I get a divorce. It’s heartbreaking. I don’t want a divorce. I also can’t
be sick and risk more clots ect. I’m only 40 and have children
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‹ Hide 10 replies

triplecrown777, 1 week ago
Chlorine dioxide is the answer! Chlorine dioxide has a remarkable ability to destroy glyphosate. It is a
non-enzymatic solution to a very complex and difficult to treat form of toxicity. It does not chelate
glyphosate (mobilize and bind it). Rather, it literally breaks it down into components that can actually
become nutrients for the body. [8] https://rumble.com/v15yg0q-ci02chlorine-dioxide-aka-mmscds-and-
the-benefits-when-used-to-treat-disorde.html https://prepareforchange.net/2019/08/21/how-to-
remove-glyphosate-from-the-body-and-restore-digestive-health/
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› Show 2 replies

Kelpie82, 1 week ago
The laying of hands and the power of prayer in the name of Jesus Christ will heal people in these last
days. To all those who believe.
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redpic21, 1 week ago
This is why 70% of mice vaccinated = 95 % infections. This is 100% EVIL. I don't trust anyone who
pushes vaccine. WELCOME TO THE TRUMAN SHOW. Hollywierd shows you the reality. It's a SICK
JOKE. The MATRIX is ON. Look to the Lemming as you jump off the CLIFF. WE ARE ALL BEING
SHIT ON. FOR THE BENIFIT OF SICK, DEMENTED, POWER CONTROL, WEAK ANIT- HUMAN,
SATANIST.
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williamkg, 1 week ago
"Most of the world operates in fair election systems." I have to disagree with that one. All the criminals
who rule over countries are selected. Votes have never mattered.
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leaderofthearmy, 1 week ago
No weapon they fashion against me will prosper!
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› Show 3 replies

justiceseeker63, 1 week ago
I believe there was a guest a few days ago who stated that we ALL have been 'graphenated' by our
environment. It's in the air, soil, water to some extent, probably by intentional release once it fell into
EVIL hands. I truly hope that the chelation works. God help our world!
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› Show 1 reply

Majic12, 1 week ago
We need INSULIN tested under microscopy for grafene oxide ASAP !! ALL BRANDS!
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› Show 1 reply

Hannahlehigh, 1 week ago
I might have to go to the blood doctor and get checked and then cleansed if need be. Those damn
jabbed might be making us sick.
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› Show 1 reply

Majic12, 1 week ago
TAP WATER and SMART DUST in the air.What else? 
I highly suspect its in pepsi,cola etc..
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› Show 1 reply

JazzyMan, 1 week ago
Trump is the father of these vaccines. Don’t trust him!
“Thus saith the LORD; Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm, and whose
heart departeth from the LORD.”
Jeremiah 17: 5
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› Show 4 replies

SheWolf7, 1 week ago
My suspicions have been confirmed. My humble thanks to Dr. Ruby & all her confidants who've
brought this info forward. 

✝🇺🇸🤲🙏👁⚖👁❣
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Unfiltered890, 1 week ago
Last 2 days Rumble has silenced your videos!
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nitro0304, 1 week ago
I think those rubbery clots are the hydras they found In the vaccine samples.
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Lhawkins1966, 1 week ago
Is there a place (other than our pharma dedicated drs) that we can send a blood sample for testing?
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› Show 1 reply

Wnblais1, 1 week ago
Chlorine dioxide guys

6 rumbles

MsAdams79, 6 days ago
How do we get tested to see if our blood, been impacted by shedding??
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DOKKI, 1 week ago
Fair election, please Stew your are smarter then than, they never existed in the first place.
The election are fair across the pound, no they are just as corrupt, people are to afraid to think about
that but, NL Rutte4 was definitely fake. NL 2005 was a referendum for the EU, no switched to a yes,
any other referendum was ignored, then they were forbidden and now its even a bigger mess.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVJI3HHsWyg George Carlin on Elections
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Miyu, 6 days ago
Reading through the comments and listening to Stew's ranting it seems the fact that the blood of
these patients who are not jabbed nor live with anyone who is but yet their blood now looks the same
as the jabbed went right over peoples heads. This is a huge revelation. You can't blame these
changes solely on the swab that comes with it's own concerns (nano and theragripers) because not
everyone has been swabbed. This means everyone of us are now infected.
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HavahRosel, 6 days ago
If it doesn't matter where Biden got it then why do they want to contact-trace the rest of the population
to see where everyone else got it?

2 rumbles

1Angrypop, 6 days ago
The corporation of the United States is bankrupt. Their authority is not what it once was. It's been
controlled by international global elites far longer than most realize. Rothschilds, have been
influencing everything since 1868 and helped to create USA corporate America through the legislation
of 1872. In 1891 they began to create the national currency structure that was to eventually become
the central banking system established in 1912. President Wilson in secret by executive fiat sold
America to the foreign interests. If you can find a copy of the Bankers Manifesto first edition published
1891 your understanding will be made clear then locate the second edition published at the end of the
great depression 1932. In this one it explains how and what legislation was needed to complete their
takeover of America, including world war 2.

2 rumbles

karma1955, 1 week ago
wtfu Stu, geezus, trump is a phucking elite tool!!!
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› Show 1 reply

Bigwarrior77, 5 days ago
Wow Fantastic interview thank you for your work on this.
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Bigwarrior77, 5 days ago
Nice one

1 rumble

WTeach63, 5 days ago
They are now so brazened that they are having a ball slapping the people in the face with it like Fauci
and Biden now saying they had all the jabs and boosters and still got it why in the world would anyone
go near it and I plan to see God without simply accepting Satan's Poisons I am wondering though
where did all our so called military hero's go and are they just a thing of the past also
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Majic12, 5 days ago
We need INSULIN tested under microscopy for grafene oxide ASAP !! ALL BRANDS!
.

1 rumble

Cpelton, 6 days ago
Can you recommend a “keelating” (sp?) product??? Don’t leave us hanging!

1 rumble

‹ Hide 4 replies

bethovin, 4 days ago
Many Christians are deceived by the same spirit that had men long ago try to build the Tower of
Babel. It is masquerading now as a christian religion that says we can handle things that are
happening now and bring the world back to Lord and make it all better. Sounds good but it denies
scripture and what the bible teaches about the end times. Watch this video that explains this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpiKxx64Ghk

1 rumble

moneypenni1, 6 days ago
Just watched a vid with Jane & this other dr. saying that the jabbed were 'shedding' & so the unjabbed
were showing up with the same shit in their blood....Neither of them they really know whether this is
from 'shedding, or if it's from breathing in nano-particulates from chemtrails.....they are only
POSTULATING THAT IT'S FROM 'SHEDDING'...again, that DIVISION between jabbed & unjabbed is
being supported by a 'medical' dr.... everyone is affected by CTs because we ALL have to breathe
AND, we ALL ARE AFFECTED BY EMFs all around us. I think it is pemature of either of these
DOCTORS to go off & say that something is true without the slightest bit of SCIENTIFIC testing, ie;
doing a test with a person with CLEAN BLOOD being exposed ONLY to a person who is jabbed...I
don't know who would volunteer for such an experiment ( which rightfully would need to take place in
a 'hepa filtered' room right after checking the unjabbed to see if any contamination had taken place &
then checking them again after certain amounts of time & proximity are recorded . A bit more science
than 'speculation' is in order here....this situation calls for stringent protocols because 1) it IS a
division & 2) it IS an inflammatory situation.

1 rumble

BowGirl, 6 days ago
Stew has you seen this BS ass clowns are posting on Gab? They are trying to claim you're a
freemason. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtPpgfFx7GI
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› Show 1 reply

ECwashr, 1 week ago
Trump has to know!! Crimes Against Humanity, Obama, Biden, Pelosi, Fauci, Gates, Schwab,Merkley,
Trump and the rest!!

1 rumble

kianvakili, 1 week ago
MAGA is the name for the 5th degree in the church of satan. It also means witchcraft in Latin and
other languages. it's time for Stew to accept that Trump was a diception and a part of the cabal. He's
a freemason. Just look at his suites decorated with Abaddon and Apollo, and he recites the serpent
poem. Wake up Stew. I love you but please call out Trump for who he is telling us he is. Repeatedly.
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› Show 1 reply

LifeOfTheWildOnes, 1 week ago
I don't believe that the vaxx is capable of doing this. I think it is a distraction from what really is
happening. Chemtrails (inhaling graphene oxide) and Mobile signals (5G) combined to destroy
healthy cells.
I think the vaxx is a "look over here" while they are doing something "over there"!!
Still NO PROOF shown the vaxx
is behind the cause of this cell deformation!!!! It should be easy to prove.
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› Show 1 reply

Charni, 6 days ago
[Show low scored comment]
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› Show 2 replies

LBCUlrica, 1 week ago
[Show low scored comment]
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› Show 2 replies

Yikies, 1 week ago
[Show low scored comment]
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WhenYouThinkYouGotItFiguredYourWrong, 1 week ago
Agree mate, there also strong evidence that vaccines from decades ago are responsible for
adhd, autism, autoimmune disorders etc.
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› Show 2 replies

SicariiDagger, 1 week ago
Excellent post which I tell family and friend that are listening.

The PCR is another avenue to vaccination albeit a smaller dose than the jab which is why they
want continual swab testing.

I did a vid in Feb showing the swab under microscope where you can see some type of "fluid
sack" along with the fibers we already know about.

https://rumble.com/vv7v58-rapid-home-test-under-microscope.html

I have never will not submit to these tests!
13 rumbles

BonBonMan, 1 week ago
Terror IS the weapon.

At this level of evil intent, delivery could mean anything: food; water; everything in your
bathrooms; medications, the wind; chemtrails; etc., etc.

These evil demons even want to stop human contact with one another; the end of the human
experience as we know it sociallly unless we stop these wicked devils IMMEDIATELY.

10 rumbles

0ct0pus, 1 week ago
Excellent point in regards to the PCR test. However, previous vaccines were not mRNA, no
spike proteins and most probably didn't contain graphene oxide. 
These are completely different beasts.
And wait until they come out with shedding vaccines that vaccinate us just by being around the
vaccinated. Frightening.
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› Show 4 replies

LifeOfTheWildOnes, 1 week ago
I haven't been jabbed with anything in the last 20 years. And I suffer from severe fatigue!!! I
don't think the PCR tests are causing COVID or testing for covid. It is more likely chemtrails are
spreading the graphene oxide through inhalation and as shown on some videos by Fifth Column
they are activated by.our mobile phone signals. Which is where the PCR tests come in. To test
for graphene oxide in the nasals. So they can verify graphene oxide inhalation is actually
widespread!!!
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‹ Hide 2 replies

DP41, 1 week ago
"Traditional" vaccines utilize peanut oil and gelatin from calves/cattle. When these things get
directly into the blood stream rather than processed via digestion first, your immune system may
respond as if they are pathogen/toxin and cause an autoimmune response antihistamine
reaction. Allergic reaction. Peanut and red meat/alpha gal allergies may be caused by vaccines.
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HavahRosel, 6 days ago
The PCR swabs only started adding vaccines and/or those "grabbers" towards the end of 2021,
so no one who got swabbed very early in 2021 or in 2020 is vulnerable or contaminated.

1 rumble

› Show 1 reply

ForGodAndForCountry, 5 days ago
Vaxes can cause miscarriages & can trigger seizures too. People need to watch Dr. Andrew
Wakefield's video on his actual research and how he was blackballed, had a smear campaign
launched against him, and his reputation completely destroyed all because he said that he
observed regressive encephalitis in a number of individuals who had the triple MMR who
happened to be his patients. He was a gastroentrologist and was treating them for leaky gut
syndrome, and did some MRIs on them and discovered that the MMR vaccine was in their gut
and in their brain. He stated that the triple MMR should be investigated to determine if it might
be connected with this onset of regressive encephalopathy. Instead, he advocated for the single
M, single M, and single R, which coincidentally, was not patented by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, and had
not been contracted with the British government. In other words, there was a huge profit to be
made by Glaxo-Smith-Kline, and they could not have parents discovering that their patented vax
of MMR could possibly be causing autism (regressive encephalopathy). The British government
hired a journalist to concoct a story to smear Wakefield, and they took away Wakefield's license
and prestigious position for daring to cross Glaxo-Smith-Kline. Although Wakefield's partner was
completely exonerated, Wakefield's liability insurance refused to cover his court costs, so he
was unable to ever go to court to fight the corrupt British government and Glaxo-Smith-Kline.
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TheRoadKing101, 6 days ago
Wow! That's a very intelligent theory that I never thought of. Good theoryLife.
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Lucy1955, 5 days ago
There are videos of the fibers and nanobots on the PCR swabs. These are nasal vaccines
like they use on livestock. Graphene oxide is also in chemtrails. They are coming after us
in many ways, Food, water, air, EVERYTHING.
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simplegospel, 1 week ago

🙏

 praying for you
10 rumbles

DAH8890, 1 week ago
I am sorry for your decline in health & the terrible trauma to your marriage. I would be furious
with my husband under the same scenario. It has been a prevalent scenario in countless
marriages. 

I would consider divorce, as he has put you at enormous risk & as you said, you have children.

.
10 rumbles

› Show 1 reply

LBCUlrica, 1 week ago
Don't have sex or kiss him. The sperm cells pick up the poisons from the fauccines and transfer
it to you.
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› Show 2 replies

chrisdd, 1 week ago
I think the CDS is more of a long term thing, I understand the shedding side effects seem
relentless. Don't give up. Keep doing everything you can. there are some supplements to thin
the blood like Serrapeptase or Nattokinase. I hope I spelled those right. Sending prayers your
way...
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veedandy, 1 week ago
your husband is trash
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AlabamaKnight, 1 week ago
Thanks for info, sorry to hear it but appreciate you sharing it
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BevPatt, 5 days ago
How long have you been using "Wewillwin7" on Rumble? I have been using "Wewillwin777" for
years on You Tube. I am female and 81 years old, so our lifestyles would be somewhat different,
which is a relief, but a bit worrisome.
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LifeOfTheWildOnes, 1 week ago
[Show low scored comment]
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Eritrean, 6 days ago
chelating?
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Boysenberry14, 4 days ago
Bentonite Clay, diatomaceous earth, zeolite drops or powder (food grade), C60, MMS, SSKI
(super saturated potsssium iodine), Lugols iodine, Quercetin, glutathione, nicotine, DMSO. I use
all of these plus vitamins c,d, k2, zinc, ivermectin to chelate the heavy metals and nano tech. It’s
not easy- it’s a daily protocol because you accumulate this stuff in almost everything in your
environment so consistency is a must.
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› Show 1 reply

Boysenberry14, 4 days ago
Also, a saltwater cleanse using Epsom salts and distilled water when fasting will chelate metals
and toxins pretty efficiently, you’ll be sick from your body purging this stuff out of your system
but it works well when you do it every couple months with with the other supplements I
mentioned 

👇
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OCresident, 5 days ago
Cooked onion and garlic eaten together are supposedly good absorbers for heavy metal
removal. I’m not sure how much or how often though.
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